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CFN.NEWS - The mission: Curation of the Stream
Content curation is the process of gathering information relevant 

to a particular topic or area of interest. Services or people that 
implement content curation are called curators. 

CFN was conceived and launched with the mission of providing an intellectually stim-
ulating, curated and articulate collection of the latest news and industry information 
surrounding the area of contract furnishings. With literally hundreds of news and infor-
mation sources available to industry participants daily, the ability to filter the “noise” out 
while maintaining the relevant, important information has become an impossible job even 
for the most organized industry professional. The glut of “non-information” has become 
overwhelming and it continues to grow.

What CFN offers to our readers is a value proposition of useful and actionable information.

We believe that curation by knowledgeable industry professionals is the only way to 
reduce the noise inherent in the thousands of blogs, tweets, Instagrams and Facebook 
posts that occur every day across the industry.  In designing our software, we have moved 
humans to the forefront of curation after discovering that algorithmic curation is less and 
less effective as the crowd denigrates the stream with retweets and automated marketing 
messages. 

Our mission is “noise-free” curation, delivered on a variety of platforms that helps set the 
stage for the presentation of your brand messaging.
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CFN.news Advertising/Marketing Packages
Contract Furnishings News (cfn.news) has become the leading voice of the contract furnishings industry. 
Since its founding, Contract Furnishings News has become a valuable source for curated, up-to-the-min-
ute industry news, and most recently, original editorial content. CFN collects, analyzes, and curates the 
rapidly flowing stream of contract furnishings news from all corners of the world and delivers it in sum-
mary form for rapid digestion. CFN connects with its professional audience across web, email, and mem-
bership programs.

CFN publishes every day, across the world, with an editorial staff led by senior editor-in-chief Michael 
Wolf. Our work for the industry is recognized by thousands of industry professionals comprising an ex-
tremely loyal audience.

CFN purposely limits its marketing inventory (and clutter) as we are laser-focused on our reader experi-
ence. Your marketing message is never lost in a sea of competition advertising.

Advertising/Marketing Features:

Site Banner: Displays on the main CFN.NEWS Home Page all the time. Site Banners are disbursed 
throughout the front page. Banners are clickable and changeable. Banners can be fed by 3rd-party ad 
servers. CFN Site Sponsor receives the top position with the words ‘CFN Sponsored Today by…” slug. Site 
banners also appear on all mobile versions of CFN.



Daily Briefing Banner: Displays throughout the CFN Daily Briefing email newsletter sent out every busi-
ness day. CFN Site Sponsor receives the top position (“Daily Briefing Sponsored by…”) and can also insert 
one ad block before the beginning to the Daily Briefing News.

Social Media: Your social media tweets appear on the main page of CFN in a special section at the bottom 
along with a link that goes directly to your twitter feed.

Sponsored Posts: Sponsored Posts are content (written and visual) that is of an editorial nature. Spon-
sored Post content is supplied by you and arranged by our visual editors. Sponsored Posts appear on 
the main page of the site and appear for a week in the Daily Briefing. Sponsored Post links also appear 
throughout the site. Sponsored posts are available on CFN.NEWS as long as you remain an advertiser. 
CFN can provide editorial services to produce Sponsored Posts at an additional cost of $0.50 per word.

Native Mailing Campaigns: Included only with the CFN Site Sponsorship Package. Native Mailing Cam-
paigns includes an exclusive direct mailing to our Daily Briefing Subscribers (maximum 1 per month) of 
your marketing content (Ad, Editorial, White Papers, Videos, etc.). Native Mailing Campaigns are avail-
able to Associate Sponsors for $2,000 per run.

Other Notes of Interest:

CFN+: CFN+ is our enhanced editorial subscription service which includes exclusive features, including 
briefings, unlimited access to articles and professional community features. A CFN+ subscription (1-
user) ($395 annually) is included with 
all Associate Sponsor Packages. A 5-user 
CFN+ subscription package is included 
with the CFN Site Sponsorship.

CFN Conversational Marketing (beta): 
CFN will be introducing automated sales 
lead acquisition chatbots to Sponsor’s 
banner ads this fall. Conversational 
Marketing Chatbots will be included at 
no additional cost. Our staff will work 
with you to develop company/product 
specific chatbots for bringing in qualified 
leads directly from your CFN banner 
ads. CFN’s Conversational Marketing 
chatbots can feed directly into your 
Salesforce and other CRM systems. The 
CFN Conversational Marketing chat-
bot technology is only available to CFN 
site sponsors who contract for at least 3 
months of advertising (Associate, Asso-
ciate+).

Questions? Advertise@741mail.com


